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Ap seminar research questions

The development of a good research issue is crucial. Without one, you may end up picking up a question that is too broad to be properly explored or does not allow discussions between perspectives. In ap seminar, good research questions: Require judgment or evaluation to be done (not just description); They are
reviewed (relevant and credible sources can be found); Involve the real points of the ongoing debate; Invite engagement to an alternative perspective; and are simple and do not contain more, nested questions.  Some steps to consider when creating your research question: Choose a topic of interest. This topic should
have a clear focus that will guide your resaerchStart development list of questions about the conversation you have chosen to join. When developing your list, think about what you want to achieve with your research. Your research questions should start with words like what, why, when, where, who, how, could, could and
should. Once you have a list of research questions, it's time to choose which one will be at the heart of your research. Choose the question that best suits your interest and purpose. Finally, you have to tweak your research question. When writing research questions, revision is essential. You want to make sure your
question isn't vague or too broad. One good way to do this is to perform a preliminary search for resources. If your preliminary research yields too many results, you should probably limit the scope of your study. However, if you get too few results, you should expand the scope of your question.  Shaping research activity
issues The following research questions are weak or vague. Work first on your own, and then within your groups, evaluate the following questions based on criteria for a good research question and then rewrite the questions to meet the criteria. EXAMPLE: Does having children adversely affect American women
professionally? (weak - answer implicit, too narrow)                          Should American businesses be required to provide six months' paid maternity leave? (stronger - no implicit response, wider research potential) What different attitudes do people around the world have towards the relationship between parents and
children? Is euthanasia ever justified? If so, when? What are the advantages and disadvantages of nuclear power plants? Is cryogenicity just an option for the rich as well as immoral use of resources? Problems with South American education.  * Lessons and activities adapted from ap seminar: Workshop Guide and
Resources. (2017). New York, N.Y.: College Board. Top content: Here are some topics that students decided to explore in the AP Seminar: The Impact of TextIng on Grammatical Skills Food Waste Solutions The Future of the Automotive Industry The Importance of Voting Age and Participation of Adolescent
Mathematics for Extreme Sports GENETICALLY MODIFIED ORGANISMS Role of art in education Wealth inequality Here are some topics that students decided to explore in AP Research: 3-D Printed Prostheses for Amputations Algorithm K-pop music Effects of Sleep Deprivation on Academic Achievements in Teens
Learning Chemistry Through Musical Chords Environmental Injustice in Doomed Housing Impact of Popular Opinion on Implementing Supreme Court Decisions Without One , you may end up picking up a question that is too broad to be properly explored, or does not allow discussions between perspectives. In ap
seminar, good research questions: Require judgment or evaluation to be done (not just description); are explorant (relevant and credible sources can be found); Involve the real points of the ongoing debate; Invite engagement with an alternative perspective; and are simple and do not contain more, nested questions
Choose a topic of interest. This topic should have a clear focus that will guide your research Start developing a list of questions about the conversation you have chosen to join. When developing your list, think about what you want to achieve with your research. Your research questions should start with words like what,
why, when, where, who, how, could, could and should. Once you have a list of research questions, it's time to choose which one will be at the heart of your research. Choose the question that best suits your interest and purpose.  Finally, you have to tweak your research question. When writing research questions,
revision is essential. You want to make sure your question isn't vague or too broad. One good way to do this is to perform a preliminary search for resources. If your preliminary research yields too many results, you should probably limit the scope of your study. However, if you get too few results, you should expand the
scope of your question.  Does having children adversely affect American women professionally? (weak - answer implicit, too narrow) Should American businesses be required to provide six months' paid maternity leave? (stronger – no implicit response, wider research potential) What different attitudes do people around
the world have towards the relationship between parents and children? Is euthanasia ever justified? If so, when? What are the advantages and disadvantages of nuclear power plants? Is cryogenicity just an option for the rich as well as immoral use of resources? Problems with South American education.  © copyright
2018 Don Pogreba
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